BAMBOO LUNCH
From 12:00 to 16:00

VEGAN DEPARTMENT
From 17:00

JAPANESE SANDO (CHICKEN OR PORKBELLY)
9
Richly filled Japanese sandwich with chicken or porkbelly and a f
resh coleslaw		
Baconize it! (+€2,-)
Contains: gluten, lactose

VEGAN SASHIMI* 		
8.5
vegan tuna with homemade sesame dressing and wasabi-mayo
VEGAN TEMPURA TACO’S* 		
9.5
Sushi meets taco’s! Twee taco´s made from nori and tempura,
filled with sushirice and smoked salmon
Contains: Gluten

OKONOMIYAKI			 9.5
Savory Japanese pancake with dashi, cabbage, spring onion,
carrot,Kewpie mayo and tasty Okonomiyaki sauce
		
Contains: gluten		
Baconize it! (+€2,-)
BAO BUN CHICKEN OR SHRIMP		
7.5
Korean fried chicken or shrimp on a steamed bun with kimchi and
spicy mayo
Contains: Gluten
RAMEN NOODLE SOUP		
11.5
Well filled noodlesoup with miso, nori, spring onion, carrot, an egg
and Chashu (marinated porkbelly)
Contains: Gluten

VEGAN BARA’S		
8.5
Delicious spicy Surinamese Bara’s filled with vegan masala jackfruit
Contains: Gluten

JUNGLE BITES
From 12:00

BAMBOO DISHES
From 17:00

DIM SUM (VEGAN)		
9.5
Tasting of gyoza and dim sum (fried and steamed small bites)
Mixed or vegan and fun to share
Contains: Gluten

SALMON TATAKI 		
9
Short roasted salmon with a home made salad and sesame dressing
SALMON TEMPURA TACO’S		
9.5
Sushi meets taco’s! Twee taco´s made from nori and tempura,
filled with sushirice and smoked salmon
Contains: Gluten

COLORFUL KRUPUK (VEGAN)		
Colored cassave kroepoek with sesame-dip

5.5
6

VEGA(N) LUNCH

RENDANG MINI KROKETTEN (3 PCS) 		
With curry mayo.
Contains: Gluten

VEGAN BAO BUN 		
7.5
Crispy cauliflower on a steamed bun with Kimchi and vegan mayo
Contains: Gluten

VEGAN MASSALA MINI KROKETTEN (3 PCS)		
With vegan curry mayo.
Contains: Gluten

6

VEGAN PEANUTSOUP 		
Delicious vegan peanutsoup with a tempeh skewer

TEMPURA SHRIMP (3 PSC)		
Delicious crispy shrimps with spicy mayo.
Contains: gluten

6.5

SURINAMESE BRUINE BONEN		
9.5
Our favourite type of comfortfood: a traditional Surinamese
dish with a variety of beans with rice. served with rookworst

VEGAN LEMON SHRIMPZ* (3 PSC)		
Delicious crispy vegan shrimps with aioli.
Contains: gluten

6.5

CHICKEN BARA’S		
8.5
Delicious spicy Surinamese Bara’s filled with chicken massala
Contains: Gluten

PEANUTSOUP 			
Delicious peanutsoup with a chicken thigh skewer

8

8

VEGAN TOFU SANDO		
9
Richly filled Japanese sandwich with tofu and a fresh coleslaw
Contains: lactose
SWEET LUNCH STUFF
PANDAN BABA 		
9
Homemade Pandan cake, soaked in Bandoeng ‘22 Pandan liqueur
with raisins, grapefruit and coconut ice cream
Contains: gluten, lactose

TAKOYAKI		8
Japanese savoury ‘poffertjes’ flavoured with dashi and filled with
octopus, ginger and spring onion.
Contains: Gluten
SWEET POTATO FRIES		
Deliciously crispy sweet potato fries with mayo

6.5

BUENO TIRAMISU		
9
Kinder Bueno meets Tiramisu. We found this heavenly combination
in a bunch of small jars underneath the rainbow. You can try it here.
Want to make it complete? Add an Espresso Martini to your order
Bevat: gluten, lactose
APPLE GYOZA		
Crispy gyoza filled with apple, delicious dipping-sauce
and served with homemade Pandan ice cream.
Contains: Gluten, lactose

8.5

CHURROS 		
With cinnamon sugar and choco-dip.
Contains: Gluten, Nuts

8

SHRIMP BAO BUN 		
7.5
Korean fried shrimp on a steamed bun with kimchi and spicy mayo
Contains: Gluten
CHICKEN BAO BUN 		
7.5
Korean fried chicken on a steamed bun with kimchi and spicy mayo
Contains: Gluten

PEANUTSOUP 			
Delicious peanutsoup with a chicken thigh skewer

8

BAMBOO BEEF STEAK		
11.5
Tender steak served with spring onions, rice and chimichurri
TERIYAKI BEEF SPIESJES		
10
Two deliciously seasoned beef fillet skewers from the grill with homemade
Teriyaki sauce
TSUKUNE		10
Two tender skewers with chicken and a Japenese sesame glaze.
The ultimate combination of sweet and savoury
Contains: Gluten
STICKY IBERICO RIBFINGERS 		
10.5
Slow cooked rib fingers (delicious boneless ribs) with a fresh salad,
prepared with hoisin dressing
Contains: Gluten
MISO BUIKSPEK		
9.5
Slow cooked pork belly with miso butter and fresh cucumber
Contains: Gluten

TROPICAL SCOOP 		
4
A scoop of ice cream in a flavor of your choice:
mango (vegan), raspberry (vegan), pandan, vanilla or coconut

RAMEN NOODLE SOUP		
11.5
Well filled noodlesoup with miso, nori, spring onion, carrot, an egg and
Chashu (marinated porkbelly)
Contains: Gluten

VEGAN CHOCOLATE CARAMEL CARRÉ		
8.5
Attention chocolate lovers! This vegan Chocolate Caramel Carré is
not only vegan but also Gluten-free and free of refined sugars.
Contains: Nuts

ASIAN GREEN BEANS		
Stir-fried green beans
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7.5
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VEGAN BAO BUN 		
7.5
Crispy cauliflower on a steamed bun with Kimchi and vegan mayo
Contains: Gluten
VEGAN PEANUTSOUP 		
Delicious vegan peanutsoup with a tempeh skewer

8

NORI TOFU 		
Crispy umami tofu with nori
Contains: Gluten

8

VEGAN BRUINE BONEN		
9.5
Our favourite type of comfortfood: a traditional Surinamese
dish with a variety of beans with rice. served with vegan rookworst
ASIAN GREEN BEANS		
Stir-fried green beans

7.5

SWEET STUFF
From 17:00
PORNSTAR CRÈME BRÛLÉE 		
8		
Creamy and fruity: our homemade crème brûlée with passion fruit
Contains: lactose

BUENO TIRAMISU		
9
Kinder Bueno meets Tiramisu. We found this heavenly combination
in a bunch of small jars underneath the rainbow. You can try it here.
Want to make it complete? Add an Espresso Martini to your order
Bevat: gluten, lactose
PANDAN BABA 		
9
Homemade Pandan cake, soaked in Bandung ‘22 Pandan liqueur
with raisins and coconut ice cream and grapefruit
Contains: gluten, lactose

APPLE GYOZA		
Crispy gyoza filled with apple, delicious dipping-sauce
and served with homemade Pandan ice cream.
Contains: Gluten, lactose

8.5

VEGAN CHOCOLATE CARAMEL CARRÉ		
8.5
Attention chocolate lovers! This vegan Chocolate Caramel Carré is not
only vegan but also Gluten-free and free of refined sugars.
Contains: Nuts
CHURROS 		
With cinnamon sugar and choco-dip.
Contains: Gluten

8

TROPICAL SCOOP 		
4
A scoop of ice cream in a flavor of your choice:
mango (vegan), raspberry (vegan), pandan, vanilla or coconut

